Calmly sharing space, allotting resources, 
Respecting each the other with good will; 
Welcoming all to live together in peace; 
A harmonious community 
Fostering wellbeing.

Calmly anchored on the peaceful pond; 
Sharing a time of respite, space for all; 
Pausing amidst the rippled reflections; 
Facing the future in mutual support; 
To soar off into the unknown.

Sunlight, seemingly simple and pure; 
Is, after all, merely an illusion; 
Hiding a brilliant diversity of colors; 
Reveals resplendent beauty after the storm; 
A vision of blended community: 
RAINBOW

A vast variety of shapes, sizes, and colors; 
Sharing, depending: each on the other; 
Only together creating enduring strength; 
None alone can fulfill the task; 
Simply by united cooperation; 
Offering welcome, opening to all.
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